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Thus, a basic problem is discovering the acoustic
dimensions that allow for speech decoding. In particular, the
listener must track parameters of speech-relevant acoustic
dimensions, so that the information they provide for speech
decoding can be appropriately weighted. This information
includes 1) a dimension's validity (how strong is the mapping
between variability across an auditory dimension, and sound
identity or category?); 2) its availability (how often is that
dimension encountered); 3) its redundancy (how much
informational overlap is there between this dimension and
others?); 4) its salience (to what degree do the basic acoustics
of the dimension attract exogenous attention); and 5) its cost
(how difficult is it to perceive the dimension, or extract its
underlying statistics?).
Crucially, the values of these parameters vary widely as a
function of acoustic and linguistic context. For example,
whereas the pitch of some speech segments is a secondary
cue to in quiet environments, its role is much greater in noise.
Therefore, the listener must dynamically reweight the
informative acoustic dimensions, taking into account the
context-specific modulation of these parameters to maximize
the likelihood of recovering the talker's intended message.
Viewed this way, speech and non-speech auditory
recognition and categorization can be thought to involve
dynamic perceptual reweighting of multiple auditory
dimensions across different timescales (Francis & Nusbaum,
2002; Heald & Nusbaum, 2014; Idemaru & Holt, 2014). By
extension, proficient speech comprehension can be modelled
- at least in part - as becoming skilled in modulating the
attentional gain to specific auditory dimensions, and doing so
in a context-sensitive way. This theoretical approach takes
advantage of advances in understanding the acquisition of
expert visual skills, and also relies on the decades of research
in both human and non-human animals that listeners adjust
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Background
The acoustic world is variable and messy. Signals that
allow listeners to identify and/or disambiguate important
auditory objects (an unusual rustle of leaves in a darkening
forest, your winning bingo number) will likely share many
acoustic characteristics with other sounds in the environment.
What is more, the most diagnostic auditory dimensions for
detecting the ominously rustling leaves or categorizing a
crucial syllable may be obscured, distorted, or missing. Just
as often, the diagnostic acoustic dimensions may change
completely across contexts.
These challenges are ubiquitous in speech comprehension.
People talk with different accents, different speaking rates,
different vocal tracts, and often at the same time. A talker
may turn away from you in the middle of a conversation, and
then decide to whisper the most intriguing part of their
sentence, so as not to be overheard by the person they are
talking about. Or, worse yet, the talker may imitate the very
different and distinct voice of the object of conversation.
Each of these cases dramatically changes the character,
usefulness, and significance of the acoustic dimensions
available for speech comprehension.
This variability and context-dependence in the mapping
between acoustic dimensions and the identity or significance
of a sound segment means that an 'acoustical fingerprint'
computational approach that has been so successful in
recognizing recorded music even in degraded recordings and
noisy backgrounds (Wang, 2003) may not be very successful
for humans or machines trying to perceive and understand
natural speech in everyday environments.
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their reliance on different dimensions on a moment-bymoment basis (Shamma & Fritz, 2014). It is also
complementary to, and informed by, a number of theoretical
models (functionalist, probabilistic, Bayesian, cueintegration) that emphasize the dynamic and probabilistic
nature of language processing and speech perception (e.g.,
Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015;
McClelland & Elman, 1986; McMurray & Jongman, 2011;
In this symposium, we sketch out a framework for
approaching speech perception as a process of dimensionbased auditory attention.
First, Lori Holt reviews the evidence for the ubiquity of
context-informed perceptual reweighting in multiple speech
domains, showing that listeners are not only sensitive to the
validity, availability, redundancy, salience, and cost of
auditory dimensions that are diagnostic for sound identity or
category, but that they adjust their use of these dimensions
based on multiple, dimension-specific contextual cues on a
moment-to-moment basis.
Second, Howard Nusbaum discusses how the acquisition
of perceptual expertise is shaped by context and cognitive
mechanisms of working memory and attention. To this point,
conceptually framing auditory processing as a skill rather
than a native ability (as speech perception is often
characterized) opens the way to investigate how feedback
from the environment about success in achieving perceptual
goals can work to shape attention dynamically in and for
different contexts.
Third, Fred Dick reviews ongoing behavioral and
neuroimaging research from our laboratories that examines
both associative and causal relationships between general
auditory attentional and speech comprehension skills. In
particular, he focuses on what candidate mechanisms might
be involved at different stages of learning and transfer
between non-speech and speech, and how short- or long-term
shifts in the informational parameters of a given dimension
(in particular validity and salience) might drive
representational change.
Fourth, Neeraj Sharma reports on how current machine
perception models for speech recognition reweight acoustic
dimensions, whether they use similar strategies as reported
for humans, and what mechanisms or metaphors machine and
human perceptual approaches might profitably borrow from
each other.
Finally, Barbara Shinn-Cunningham lays out key
similarities and differences in the way that object- and
dimension-selective attention appear to play out in audition
and vision.
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